Silicon detector for the Saline Soil Degree in ETM Image
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Abstract—A silicon photoconductor apparatus having improved efficiency in infrared radiation detection by sandblasting the reflective surface of the apparatus and thereby creating a near-infinite number of reflecting angles and a corresponding multiplication of quantum energy yield. This article describes its architecture, including its design, implementation, and performance. The novel method, a combination of surface barrier and planar processes, has resulted in detectors with excellent quality and long term operation stability. A current density of down to 1nA/cm² was reached. Studies of radiation damage produced by 14 MeV neutrons, 19 MeV protons and 17 keV X-rays were performed and the resulting current increase, impurity removal and charge collection deficiency investigated. Long term storage and short term heat treatments showed appreciable annealing effects by up to 83%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The saline soil is a worldwide problem, while the research on dynamic aspect of the saline soil mainly focuses on the monitoring, assessment and forecasting techniques. The traditional method of the saline soil monitoring is the laboratory assay by extracting the soluble salt from the waterlogged soil. This method has many disadvantages, such as complex operating procedure, poor real-time and high detection cost. Some achievement of the research on the saline soil information has been got at home and abroad. At present, the information extraction of the saline soil is mainly based on the spectral response characteristics, which simulates and predicts the saline soil by combining the RS, GIS with expert system. Because the saline soil is seriously mixed with the other soil features, the spectral response characteristics can not accurately predict the quantitative degree of the saline soil, only the qualitative analysis can be done with the results. Therefore, accurate and automatic extraction of the saline soil has much important implication for the monitoring and the research on the dynamic aspect of the saline soil. This study adopts the multi-information acquisition technology by using the multi-sensor array. Based on this technology, the related portable equipment aiming to quickly monitor the saline soil can be developed. Then the saline soil conditions can be quickly and conveniently gotten, and the saline soil degree can be identified. The result of this research can be applied to model the precise agriculture facilities and regulate the greenhouse.

From the literatures at home and abroad, soil salinity can be on behalf the soil conductivity. Many elements of the soil have a diagnostic absorption feature in the solar spectral range (0.3-2.5μm). The researchers have done much research on the relation between the soil properties and laboratory spectral reflectance, and successfully predicted the soil composition by using the technology of reflectance spectroscopy.

II. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

The development of efficient and powerful lasers at wavelengths of 1.02 microns has stimulated interest in detectors operating at this wavelength. In typical silicon photodiodes, for detecting 1.02μm radiation, the requirements for high speed and high sensitivity are mutually exclusive. Since the electrode separation is any greater than 0.1mm, the minority carrier transit time will be greater than 1 nsec. This problem can be solved by allowing the incident light beam to make multiple passes between the electrodes. The optical path length can then be extended to several millimeters, as required for complete absorption, while the electrode separation remains less than 0.1mm, as required for nanosecond response time. In a typical photodiode geometry, one ohmic contact and one rectifying contact are formed on the two opposite surfaces of a base wafer, and the wafer thickness determines the electrode separation. The objective of the multiple reflection design is to allow all 1.02μm radiation to enter the detector front surface and from the back detector surface so that no 1.02μm radiation can exit. Total internal reflection at the back detector surface is well suited for light trapping of 1.02μm radiation because the relatively large dielectric constant of silicon leads to a critical angle of 15° for total internal reflection. Detectors utilizing total internal reflection have been constructed in silicon. Silicon photodiodes are widely used in the detection of visible and near infrared radiation. They can be readily designed to have high quantum efficiency for wavelengths from 5000 A. to 7500 A. and fast response time. The main drawback with these typical photodiodes for detecting 1.02μm micron radiation is that the requirements for high speed and high sensitivity are mutually exclusive.

Since the absorption coefficient is only 25 cm⁻¹, a 1mm path length is required to absorb 91 percent of the incident 1.02μm radiation.

The sensors device monitoring the spectral image consists of LED source, CCD detector, TM image fusion and classification processing software. The light from the light
source forms the punctuate light through the lens and then incident to the surface. The photon into the soil would escape from the surface after scattering, and can be collected by the detector and forms into scattering images, finally the spectral image can be formed by the filtering chip.

A. The Selection of Light Source

Two analysis wavelength can be determined according to the study of spectroscopy, they are water absorption peak(760nm) and electrolytic salt absorption peak(810nm). The high-intensity light-emitting diode LED is used as the single-wavelength light source. The light intensity of LED is strong enough to be used as the light source of the portable wavelength equipment.

B. The Selection of Detector

In order to improve the detection accuracy, the exposed area detecting the light is expected to be large. At the same time, the weak signals require the higher detector sensitivity. Since the instrument developed in this topic targets at the low-cost portable instrument, so the moderate cost-effective devices are preferred. The low-cost silicon testing is selected as the detector and can be divided into domestic and imported models. The exposed area of domestic detector is bigger than that of the imported ones, but the dark current of the domestic detector is stronger than that of the imported ones. So four imported detectors are adopted, the larger exposed area and higher sensitivity can be gotten by parallel arranged four detectors.

III. TM IMAGE FUSION AND CLASSIFICATION

It is generally believed that the soil reflectivity ranges between the water bodies and vegetation, it means that the soil reflectivity is more than water bodies but less than vegetation. In the typical spectral curve of the soil features, the reflectivity of salt-smash soil and general soil is more than the other soil features when the wavelength ranges between 0.35-0.65 μm (visible light band). The reflectivity of the vegetation is more than that of soil when the wavelength is above 0.65 μm (near-infrared band). The reflectivity of the soil is more than that of the vegetation in the far-infrared band. This phenomenon mentioned above mainly results from the physicochemical properties of soil, water dynamics and leaf reflectance characteristics of vegetation. Dwivedi R.S. did many pilot studies of best band combination about the saline soil. If the amount of information is uniquely adopted to measure the reflectivity, TM data combination of 1, 3, 5 bands contains the most information, but the information accuracy extracted from the saline soil is not proportional to the size of the amount of information. Accordingly, synthetic program of 1, 3, 5-band is adopted as the basis image, because this synthetic program can best reflect the tone and texture of the spectral characteristics of the saline soil, such as color and texture. The TM data is adopted as the basis image of the saline soil in this topic.

A. The Pretreatment of TM Image

The mode that the user inputs coordinate is adopted to geometric correct the TM image in the study area, the corresponding ground control points can be selected in the diagram. When calibrated, the corresponding relationship between the map coordinate (x, y) and the image data coordinate (x, y) is: X = F(x, y), Y = G(x, y). The specific methods are as follows. In the TM image, 20 obvious features, such as: cross-roads and cross-road-trench, can be selected as the ground control points.

The model of polynomial calibration and the model of the most close distance re-sampling are adopted to geometric correct the original image. The average of RMS (Root Mean Square error) error is 0.25 after ENVI processing, which well meets the requirement of controlling the error within a pixel. In the image processing, the bilinear interpolation is adopted to re-sample the gray value of pixel to avoid the brightness discontinuity of the nearest neighbor method.

The method of principal component analysis is adopted to study the TM image in this paper. The first principal component reflects the level of pixel brightness, which cannot clearly distinguish the types of soil features. The second principal component reflects the level of chlorophyll content of the pixel. The fourth principal component reflects the information of the water bodies, the contributions of the other two principal components are rather little and it is difficult to analyze their physical meaning in general. The third principal component basically reflects the infrared radiation level, which if corresponding to the water depth and the salted land information. So PC3 is chosen as a characteristic variable to identify the salted land information.

C. The Method of Classification

Due to the presence of image speckle noise, the targets in feature space correspond to complex model. The traditional classification methods (such as the maximum likelihood method, the minimum distance method) do badly in classifying the TM images. This paper adopts the Support Vector Machine (Support Vector Machine, SVM) classification, which is high in accuracy and stability.

Support Vector Machine is a kind of machine learning method proposed by Vapnik and the others during the 1990s, which is a minimization criterion realizing the structural risk. SVM is a universal machine learning method, which is effective in solving pattern recognition and function estimation problems. The study of Vapnik and the others shows that the performance of SVM has little relationship with the selected type of kernel function, while the parameters of kernel function are the main factors that affect the SVM performance. By experimental study, Sigmoid method is feasible to classify the TM image of the saline soil.
D. Modeling SVM with ETM data

A spectral mixture model is a physically based model in which a mixed spectrum is modeled as a combination of pure spectra, called end-members. Fractional surface cover of live-photosynthetic vegetation, senescent photosynthetic or non-photosynthetic vegetation, water and bare soil were estimated in each ETM image pixel using spectral mixture analysis. The spectral mixture analysis provided estimates of live-photosynthetic vegetation, non-photosynthetic vegetation, water and bare soil covers within each image pixel, along with statistical uncertainty estimates for each cover-type.

\[
\rho(\lambda)_{\text{pixel}} = \sum_{m=1}^{n} [C_m \times \rho_m(\lambda)]
\]  

(1)

We used four spectral end-member to decompose each image pixel using the following equation

\[
\rho(\lambda)_{\text{pixel}} = [C_{PV} \times \rho_{PV}(\lambda) + C_{soil} \times \rho_{soil}(\lambda) + C_{NPV} \times \rho_{NPV}(\lambda) + C_W \times \rho_W(\lambda)] + \varphi
\]  

(2)

And

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{n} C_{m,\lambda} = 1  \quad 0 \leq C_{m,\lambda} \leq 1
\]  

(3)

Where \( \rho_m(\lambda) \) is the reflectance of each land-cover end-member at wavelength \( \lambda \), and \( \varphi \) is a residual or error term. The sub-pixel cover fractions \( C_m \) are PV, NPV, bare soil and water. The accuracy of the estimated sub-pixel cover fractions \( (C_{PV}, C_{NPV}, C_{soil}) \) relies heavily upon the selection of end-member reflectance \( (\rho_{PV}, \rho_{NPV}, \rho_{soil}, \rho_W) \), thus we developed reflectance bundles using ETM images together with ground observation sample to obtain sub-pixel cover fractions from radiometric matched images (Philip and Dar, 2003). Therefore, equation (4) can be used to estimate canopy maximum possible light-use efficiency:

\[
\varepsilon = C_{PV} \times \sigma
\]  

(4)

Where \( \sigma \) is the maximum light-use efficiency, we set the \( \sigma \) value to 1.00 g MJ based on field data (Running, 1996).

IV. RESULTS

A. Unmixed Results from ETM Images

The spatial distributions of sub-pixel fractional covers of end-members in 2002 are shown in Figure 2. The main components of photosynthetic vegetation are the riparian forest and salt meadow and other oasis crops, such as cotton, maize, wheat, etc.

B. Validation of SVM Modeling Results

At the landscape scale, the opportunity exists to combine remote sensing data with spatially distributed, process-based biogeochemistry models to examine variation in ecosystem processes such as SVM as a function of land cover type, canopy attributes, and/or location along environmental gradients. There process models can be validated against direct measurements made with ground-based SVM sampling and data from literatures. We use field measurement data to validate our modeled SVM from Database. The total SVM simulated by the model compared relatively well with the direct observations. The simulated SVM was the highest in oasis agriculture and marsh vegetation, intermediate in most forested land and the lowest in field grasslands. Crops had a relatively low SVM.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The present invention describes an apparatus which achieves the same desired result, multiple internal reflection, with none of the attendant limitations of the dimple technique. The reflective surfaces are sandblasted over any desired area in a very short time with the simplest of equipment, forming, in effect, a myriad of dimples. This approach could be used with any crystalline photo-detector to enhance the response to wavelengths not absorbed in typical geometries, as long as the increased absorption will result in additional photo-excited carriers. Thus a silicon photo-conductor apparatus is provided which will cause multiple reflections of light, incident to its front surface, within the photo-conductor device produces both the higher sensitivity and high speed required to detect 1.02\( \mu \) radiation.

This paper establishes a testing system that can measure the saline soil. Silicon conductor method is applied to quantitative analyze the saline soil.

Based on the reflection characteristics of visible, infrared and microwave in soil, the image can be gotten by combining the spectrogram with the TM data. This image is rich in soil texture information, and can be used to qualitatively or quantitatively analyzed the degree of the saline soil.

It can be seen from the experiments that the method in the paper, which combines the method of electromagnetic properties and the method of spectra properties, is feasible to comprehensively evaluate the degree of saline soil.
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Figure 1. Spectral imaging system.

Figure 2. Band 4 of the ETM image (F: PV; N: NPV; S: Soil; G: Water)